CVMA Chapter 6-3 Patch Guidance

Right Side Front:
- POW-MIA Patch.
- Road Name.
- LA Guidon & APR Bars

Note: All patches are optional, but suggested.

Left Side Front:
- US Flag with Union on wearer’s right.
- CVMA Chapter Patch.
- Officer Patch (as required).
- CVMA Nationals.

Bar Patches:
- Campaign Bars may be placed above the back patch or below it.
- “Vets Helping Vets” Bar may be placed below the back patch.

US Flag will be the highest patch/item on vest.
Road Name, CVMA Chapter Patch, and Officer Patches should be the standard Black and Gold as shown below. These patches can be purchased from the Chapter QM or the National Store.
CVMA Chapter 6-3 Patch Guidance

No Rocker Style Patches

No State Shaped Patches or State Flags except for the LA COC&I Patch depicted here

No Diamond, "%" or "MC" patches except diamond shaped military Shoulder Sleeve Insignia (shoulder patches) - SEE NEXT PAGE

Nothing that brings discredit
Additional patches are authorized as long as they do not violate CVMA Bylaws or policy. If you have questions please ask your Chapter leadership.

Diamond shaped military Shoulder Sleeve Insignia (shoulder patches), such as the 5th Infantry Division and 1st Marine Division depicted here, may be worn as long as it is not placed over the heart or on the upper front of the vest or jacket.